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Survey methodology
The Investor Confidence Survey was realised by JLL between
December 2020 and January 2021 in the margin of the Investors’
Forum digital event.
The survey was created on SurveyMonkey. 23 questions were
sent out to national and international real estate investors, and
were subdivided in four main topics:
1. Macro-economic trends
2. Investment strategy
3. 2021 outlook by asset class
4. Financing

« Among the key messages of the survey, the
vast majority of respondents stated they will
continue to invest in property assets in 2021
and even increase their relative exposure to
real estate.»

JLL Research was in charge of the subsequent analysis of the
responses, based upon which the graphs on the following
pages have been realized.
Should you wish to discuss the survey or the analysis in further
detail, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Pierre-Paul Verelst
Head of Research Belux
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Investors’ confidence is intact,
but with more selective risks
The analysis of the responses in the annual Investor
Confidence Survey Luxembourg realised by JLL in December
2020 with both national and international investors
highlights the main trends that will drive capital markets in
2021.

hampered by the lack of opportunities available. This could
change as developers become more open to block sales.
ESG is a must-have
Across all investment products, being equity, bonds, loans,
structured and real estate, the Environment, Social and
Governance criteria have climbed to the top of the list for
many, if not all, investors. According to our survey, 85% of
respondents will include ESG in their investment criteria.This
trend might a real game changer for the future.

Investors optimistic about real estate
The current uncertain macroeconomic climate fuels caution
on the investors’ side, most do not believe in a fast, V-shape,
recovery scenario, but rather favour the so-called K-shape
recovery pattern. This means that several sectors , such as IT,
will maintain a fast growing pace, others will slowly rebound,
and a few will never recover. The ECB will continue to support
the economy by maintaining long term interest rates at their
lowest levels for another couple of years (“Lower for Longer”).
In this context, buying real estate is still attractive but with
more selective risks. The preference goes to safe, income
producing core transactions: in 2020 the share was 62% (vs.
70% in 2019). Looking at the survey, Core, Core+ and Valueadded deals are well balanced at respectively 38%, 31%
and 31%. Investors rather look at central districts but don’t
disregard peripheral locations, and 15 % pinpoint Belval as
preferred location to invest. Redevelopment opportunities
are high in demand to create tomorrow’s core assets.
Besides, sale & lease-back transactions create additional
options for investors.

Yield : different situations across asset classes
The concentration of the appetite for core assets could lead
to yield compression, office yields are believed to go below
the current 3.9%. In contrast, high street retail yields could
materially decompress from 3.75% to above 4% in 2021,
to reflect the higher risk. With regard to multi-family, yields
could go down given the rising interest from institutional
investors.

The resilient character of
Luxembourg’s economy boosts
the attractivity of
its real estate market.

Financing will be less easily accessible, banks are not keen
on taking more risk on their balance sheet, so nearly half of
the surveyed investors think about reducing their leverage
and take more equity.

Summarised, after the shy 2020, 2021 should comprise
more residential and redevelopment transactions in
core locations. Property investment will definitely remain
attractive, but in a different way and with strategies adapted
to the new context: less risk taken, less bank financing in the
funding mix, and skipping ESG is not an option.

Logistics and Living are favourites, caution on Retail
Compared to 2019, 2020 was a quiet year in terms of volume,
primarily in absence of “mega deals” exceeding €200 Mln.
Yearly figures returned a shy €1.3bn, vs. €2.1 bn the year before.
Again, offices dominate by far, mitigated by the sale of the
Belval Plaza shopping center. Investors are still positive on
offices, they do not fear a rental decrease as vacancy is very
low and the country’s economy structurally outperforms the
rest of Europe, but are divided about potential rental growth.
Caution prevails against retail assets, investors are ready to
reduce its exposure, and switch to logistics if opportunities
arise. The Living asset class is high on investors’ priority list,
as it is perceived as anti-cyclical and safe. Senior Housing
and Student Housing were the first segments to become
institutionalised, now in our view it is the turn of the
multi-family segment. Investors are ready to enter, but are

Vincent Van Brée
Head of Capital Markets
Luxembourg
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Macro-economic Trends

Who’s who?
Respondents’ investment profile

Macro-economic trends in 2021
A full scale rapid economic recovery is unlikely,
according to respondents
Investors are convinced that interest rates
will remain very low
What type of economic recovery do you expect?

92%

23%

of the
participants
invest
in Office

of the
participants
invest
in Retail

V-Shape: GDP rebounds to
pre-COVID level in 2021

K-Shape: some segments (e.g.:
IT) will keep growing at high
pace, others will take more than
two years to recover, and some
will never recover

23%

U-Shape: GDP rebounds
slowly in 2021-2022

46%

31%

76%

46%

of the
participants
invest
in Logistics

of the
participants
invest
in Residential

Will interest rates remain at their lowest level in
2021 and will the cost of opportunities remain
extremely high for investors?

Yes

No

92%

8%
4
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Strategy

Strategy by asset class: buy more
Residential and Logistics, reduce Retail

Investors remain confident
in real estate
Preference for safety:
core transactions in the
Central districts

In 2021, your investment strategy will be:

The wave of optimism is shared by
the vast majority of respondents

Offices (where applicable)
31%

8%

Sell
Buy, more than before
54%

Buy, same as before
Stay the Buy more real
same estate assets
61% 31%

Buy, less than before

7%

Retail (where applicable)
12%
Reduce
exposure to
real estate
8%

38%

Logistics (where applicable)
10%

37%

60%

30%

13%
In what risk do you prefer to invest?

Value add
(IRR >10%)
31%

The Living asset class is high on
investors’ priority list

What is your favorite location to invest?
Senior housing
(where applicable)

Luxembourg
Center
77%

Core
(IRR <5%)
38%

13%

Periphery
& Belval
15%

Core+
(IRR 5-10%)
31%

50%

Student housing
(where applicable)
25%

18%

18%

City Belt
8%
12%

37%
Sell
6

13%

Multifamily
(where applicable)

Buy, more than before

50%
Buy, same as before
7

64%
Buy, less than before

Occupier market sentiment & outlook
Office

Retail

Investors have become more cautious
about co-working

High street retail is perceived as risky,
with yield decompression potential

Would you include co-working space in your investments?

54%

but in a very limited
proportion

15%

because post COVID flex offices will
become more popular

31%

Stay about
the same

67%

33%

Decrease by
5% or more

risks are too high

In 2021, rental levels
for High Street will:

Office yields are seen compressing to new lows

46% 54%
In 2021, will
prime office
yields move to:
(6/9 y lease,
currently at 3.9%)

3.5%
4.5% or more
Stay at 3.9%

54%

67%

33%

Will high street yields
(current: 3.75%)
move to:

Investors are divided about
further rental growth in central districts
Will prime rents for newly built trophy assets
continue to increase in Central districts?

4% or more

Will prime rents for newly built trophy assets in
other districts increase?

46%

54%
8

46%
9

3.5%

Occupier market sentiment & outlook
Residential

Environment, Social and Governance
ESG criteria are now a must-have

The lack of opportunity is an issue. Investors are
divided about the rental growth potential, but yields
are seen compressing
Are sufficient multi-family opportunities
available to investors?

Will you include ESG in
your investment criteria?

Will rents for residential property
increase ahead of inflation?

85%

15%

Financing
27%

73%

45%

In 2021, will yields for multifamily property (current: 3 – 3.5%):
Decompress

8%

55%

Access to financing
Financing will become more difficult to obtain and
nearly half of respondents could decrease their
leverage ratio as a result
In 2021 will access to financing be:

Compared to 2020, your leverage ratio in 2021 will:

Easily accessible
8%

Compress

Stay the same

50%

42%

10

Remain
the same
31%

Stay the
same
54%

More
difficult
to obtain
61%

11

Decrease
46%
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